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Municipalities provide critical local services to residents. Public services 
– and the public servants providing these services – directly impact the 
safety, well-being and prosperity of Alberta’s communities. However, 
Alberta’s municipalities, both urban and rural, have experienced significant 
fiscal challenges following the oil price collapse and associated economic 
downturn of the mid-2010s. COVID-19 has further exacerbated these 
fiscal constraints, placing increased service demands on cities while 
reducing traditional revenue sources. Amidst these fiscal challenges, the 
Government of Alberta has introduced budget changes that directly impact 
municipal finances. These changes to municipal revenue streams have direct 
implications for the ability of municipalities to provide quality services and 
make the infrastructure investments needed to accommodate growth and 
attract investment.

This report examines the 2021 Alberta Budget from the perspective of 
Alberta’s municipalities, assessing the impacts of recent United Conservative 
Party (UCP) policy on municipal infrastructure and service provision. 
Drawing on financial data and interviews with 16 municipal leaders across 
the province, this report argues the 2021 Alberta Budget is emblematic of 
broader trends in provincial-municipal relations in the province. While 
provincial and federal pandemic stimulus funds provided municipalities 
with a vital lifeline through the COVID-19 pandemic, Alberta’s cities and 
towns face a continued fiscal squeeze as a result of stretched capital grant 
programs and reductions to traditional operating revenue sources. The 
province’s impact on municipal services and infrastructure is shaped by four 
key dynamics:

•	 “Parents” over “Partners:” The lack of meaningful provincial 
collaboration with – or understanding of – municipalities limits 
effective policy response.

•	 Failure to leverage federal funding: Federal funding that would 
benefit Alberta municipalities is regularly left on the table because of a 
lack of provincial support necessary to access the federal funds.

•	 Adverse impacts of funding delays: Inconsistent capital funding 
places significant administrative and fiscal strains on municipalities of 
all sizes. 

•	 The Municipal Ripple Effect: Provincial policy changes and 
budgetary decisions – particularly with respect to social services – 
have place-based ramifications.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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As a result of these dynamics, municipalities are forced to consider 
increasing taxes, cutting jobs and services, and delaying critical pieces of 
infrastructure. It is clear that for municipalities to more effectively tackle 
the complex urban issues of the 21st century and compete for investment 
and talent on the global stage, municipalities need new fiscal tools and a 
reformed relationship with the Government of Alberta.

So what’s a municipal voter to do?

With Alberta’s municipal elections set for October 2021, it is critical that 
voters are aware of the impacts the province has on municipal issues in 
order to make informed decisions at the ballot box. Understanding the close 
link between provincial budget decisions and municipal expenditures will 
improve voters’ ability to hold elected representatives (both provincial and 
municipal) accountable for their policy decisions and, as a result, increase 
political responsiveness. This report closes by providing municipal voters 
with strategies to wield their votes most effectively to advance the changes 
they want to see in their communities.
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Every four years, Alberta voters go to the polls to elect new local 
governments. The province’s 354 municipalities1 are diverse when it comes 
to their size, capacity and priorities2. At their core, however, their purpose is 
the same: to ensure quality of life and economic opportunity through local 
development and community-centred services. While specific services and 
infrastructure investments may differ depending on a municipality’s size and 
needs, municipalities consistently perform a similar set of core functions: 
parks and recreation, transportation, water and utilities, planning and land 
use, and protective services (police and fire)3. 

Local self-government is foundational to democracy4. Indeed, mayors, 
councillors, school trustees and other local representatives are arguably most 
in tune with the needs of their communities and the preferences of their 
residents. It is often said the municipal level of government has the biggest 
impact on people’s day-to-day lives. Indeed, if all three levels of government 
disappeared overnight, one would notice the absence of the municipal 
government first: the water wouldn’t run, the traffic lights wouldn’t work, the 
police wouldn’t respond. As such, the municipal vote is an important vote, 
with significant implications for local services and landscapes. Whom you 
elect at the local level matters.

And yet, Canadian municipalities are not autonomous actors; legally, they 
are creatures of the provinces, with no designated constitutional authority 
in and of themselves.  Moreover, the Government of Canada has limited 
authority over localities, including in key areas like housing, education and 
the environment. Instead, the Government of Alberta significantly shapes 
the arena in which municipal policy decisions are made, most notably 
through Alberta’s Municipal Government Act. From this position of power, 
the province makes weighty decisions about what municipalities can (and 
can’t) do, what rules municipalities need to follow, and, perhaps most 
importantly, how municipalities can generate revenue to pay for their many 
service obligations. 

Unfortunately, the provincial role in municipal issues is often relegated to the 
background, out of the eyes of most municipal voters. Despite the province’s 
clear influence on municipal policy options and outcomes, its involvement is 
rarely featured in municipal election conversations and is often off the radar 
of municipal voters5.

This report is a guide for municipal voters seeking to understand how 
provincial policy decisions shape the local issues on which municipal ballots 
are cast. Specifically, this report examines the 2021 Alberta budget from 
a distinctly municipal perspective and situates its findings within broader 

1. INTRODUCTION
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historical and political contexts6. Following the election of the United 
Conservative Party (UCP) in 2019, the 2021 Alberta Budget marks the third 
budget released by the UCP government under the leadership of Premier 
Kenney. This research report is driven by two central questions. First, how 
have Government of Alberta transfers to municipalities changed under UCP 
leadership? And second, what are the impacts of the 2021 Alberta Budget on 
municipal finances and service provision? 

To answer these questions, I gathered data from a number of valuable 
sources. First, I collected financial data from Alberta’s budgets dating back to 
2010 and examined local news reports, council minutes, and relevant policy 
documents. The Alberta Urban Municipalities Association (AUMA) deserves 
special credit for their excellent provincial budget coverage, which certainly 
contributed to the quality of this research. Second, I conducted 16 interviews 
with individuals from 10 municipalities across Alberta. Those interviewed 
included seven mayors, five councillors, three senior local administrative 
officials and the NDP Critic for Municipal Affairs7. Interviewees contributed 
their own thoughts, experiences and perspectives, and were not speaking 
officially on their municipality’s behalf.

Ultimately, when it comes 
to their relationship with 
the province, are Alberta 
municipalities getting a 
fair deal?

“

I frequently refer to the terms municipality, city and 
community throughout this report. These concepts often 
coincide with one another; however, they are not one 
and the same. Municipality encompasses all forms of 
general-purpose local government; Alberta’s Municipal 
Government Act (MGA) defines municipality as “a city, 
town, village, summer village, municipal district or 
specialized municipality” (1(1)(s)(i)). A city refers to a large 
municipality (although what constitutes large can vary; 
the City of Wetaskiwin has a population just over 12,000, 
compared to more than 1.2 million in the City of Calgary). 
Community, I argue, is inherently relational, referring to the 
connection between people who share a particular area or 
set of interests. Communities, as such, are often (but not 
necessarily) localized and place-based. They are also fluid 
and can vary in scale, from street to neighbourhood to city, 
depending on the individual and the context.
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This report argues the 2021 Alberta Budget is emblematic, in many ways, 
of broader dynamics that characterize the province’s relationship with 
its municipalities. Despite welcome pandemic supports, municipalities 
are facing increasing fiscal strains as the province reduces municipalities’ 
traditional revenue sources. The Alberta government is also failing to fully 
leverage key federal funding for municipal infrastructure like housing and 
rural broadband access. Moreover, inconsistent and delayed funding has 
real administrative and financial repercussions for municipalities. Changes 
in provincial policy and cuts to the provincial public sector have numerous 
indirect municipal ripple effects. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the 
2021 budget reflects a broader theme of the province’s lack of desire to truly 
partner with Alberta’s municipalities, as evidenced by its failure to adequately 
collaborate with municipalities on key policy issues. While this has 
historically been an ongoing issue, it has worsened under UCP leadership.

Taken together, these trends continue to squeeze municipalities’ ability to 
keep taxes low while also providing quality services. Municipalities are often 
forced to choose between increasing taxes or cutting jobs and services8. 
To date, Alberta’s municipalities have managed, demonstrating exemplary 
fiscal practices in the process. But to what ends? Should municipalities – and 
municipal voters – be satisfied with their municipal representatives muddling 
through, being largely excluded from provincial policy making and reacting 
to budgetary changes only after the fact? Or dare voters ask for more, for 
municipalities and the province to be true partners in the future of our 
communities? As this guide demonstrates, a better relationship is not only 
possible, but is in fact critical for ensuring municipalities are equipped with 
the tools and certainty needed to grow and thrive in a changing world.

This report is organized as follows. The following section (Section 2) outlines 
the formal relationship between municipalities and the Government of 
Alberta, with a particular emphasis on the fiscal relationship between both 
levels of government. This section clarifies how municipalities are able to 
generate revenue, and provides a brief history of intergovernmental transfers 
to Alberta’s municipalities. The third section focuses on the 2021 Alberta 
budget, examining the specific implications of the province’s budget on 1) 
municipal infrastructure investment and 2) local services and operating 
expenditures. Municipalities generally divide their own budgets into these 
two categories. Capital budgets deal with the city’s long-term infrastructure 
investments and involve the construction or retrofitting of physical assets 
such as roads, pipes, libraries or recreation centres. Day-to-day activities 
and services (including basic maintenance) are contained in municipalities’ 
operating budgets. Key themes and take-aways are then identified in the 
Section 4, which links the budget to broader trends in provincial-municipal 
relations in Alberta. What do these findings mean for Alberta’s communities 
and why should municipal voters care? This report concludes by tying these 
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strands together, emphasizing the importance of properly investing in 
Alberta’s municipalities and providing voters with strategies and techniques 
for making informed voting decisions in Alberta’s 2021 municipal elections 
and beyond.
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Municipalities are afforded no official status under the Constitution of 
Canada, as specified in Section 92 of the Constitution Act, 1867. When 
localities are mentioned, it is always in the context of conferring authority 
over local issues to the provinces9. Alberta’s Ministry of Municipal Affairs 
oversees municipalities in the province, with the Municipal Government 
Act (MGA) outlining the rules by which municipalities are created, 
governed, and funded10. Municipal elections are further governed by the 
province under the Local Authorities Elections Act, which sets the dates 
for municipal elections as well as campaign finance rules11. The MGA also 
stipulates that municipalities are unable to have an operating deficit (unlike 
provincial and federal governments). This limits municipalities’ flexibility, 
but has also resulted in strong fiscal management practices at the local level. 
Municipalities – by law – are required to “live within their means.”

Own-Source Revenues
Alberta municipalities are able to generate revenue from a small number 
of sources, chief among which are property taxes, user fees, and various 
fines, licensing and permit fees. Unlike many of their U.S. counterparts, 
most Canadian municipalities are unable to collect dedicated sales taxes or 
introduce their own local taxes. 

As is the case with most Canadian municipalities, Alberta’s cities and 
towns rely heavily on property tax revenue to fund their general budgets. 
Importantly, while municipalities are responsible for collecting property 
taxes, a large portion of the property tax revenue collected (around 30-
40 per cent) is forwarded to the province12.  This portion is known as the 
education property tax, as it contributes to provincial education funds13. 
What is retained by the local government – own-source revenues – as 
currently structured, are insufficient to cover all municipal expenses. While 
municipalities own and operate 60-70 per cent of Canada’s infrastructure, 
they retain less than 10 per cent of all tax dollars collected (by all levels of 
government). 

2. MUNICIPALITIES UNDER PROVINCIAL 
LEGISLATION: UNDERSTANDING 
AUTHORITY STRUCTURES AND 
REVENUE SOURCES
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Intergovernmental Transfers
Given this disconnect between municipalities’ limited revenue options 
and large infrastructure portfolios, intergovernmental transfers have 
become integral sources of revenue for Alberta’s municipalities. These 
intergovernmental transfers serve a variety of purposes. First, higher levels 
of government may pay municipalities in exchange for providing certain 
services or infrastructure that would otherwise be considered outside 
of normal municipal service responsibilities (such as preventative social 
programming). Municipalities may also receive payments to help cope with 
increased expenditures that directly result from provincial or federal policy 
decisions (for instance, in 2019, Alberta municipalities received close to 
$11 million as part of the Municipal Cannabis Transition Program)14. The 
province may also use grants and transfers to minimize disparities between 
municipalities and help co-ordinate regional projects with spillover effects. 
Additionally, provincial and federal governments can advance their own 
strategic policy objectives through municipal transfers, making grants 
to municipalities contingent on certain outcomes or functions (such as 
affordable housing or economic development). Finally, and perhaps most 
importantly, grants and transfers provide Alberta’s municipalities with 
important fiscal capacity to make infrastructure investments that otherwise 
would not be possible given municipalities’ limited revenue options. 

Intergovernmental Relations in Alberta: A Brief History
For much of the 21st century, Alberta municipalities received relatively low 
levels of fiscal supports from higher levels of government. Rapid population 
growth throughout the latter half of the 1900s put significant strain on 
Alberta municipalities, who faced challenges accommodating growth and 
preparing for continued development. In 2007, following intense pressure 
from municipal leaders, the Progressive Conservative government introduced 
the Municipal Sustainability Initiative (MSI)15. Part of the reasoning behind 
the MSI was to justify continued provincial collection of the education 
property tax, and was seen as an important signal of future partnership. 
MSI was originally crafted as a 10-year, $11.3-billion program, and provided 
municipalities (of all types and sizes) with important certainty and flexibility, 
allowing municipalities to make critical infrastructure investments and plan 
for future growth16. MSI quickly became the most significant capital grant 
available to municipalities, supporting core infrastructure investments across 
the province17. Importantly, MSI marked a new era in provincial-municipal 
relations, with the province taking the first meaningful steps to recognize the 
importance of cities and towns in the province’s economic future.

While MSI was originally planned as a 10-year program, funding was drawn 
out and extended following the economic downturn in the mid-2010s. This 
resulted in smaller payments to municipalities over an extended number of 

There are some things that 
cities can never afford to do 
by themselves, without a 
significant partner, whether it 
be provincial or federal.” 
-Mayor Spearman, City of Lethbridge

“
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Give the feds a little bit more 
credit right now …. I think 
there’s been some realization 
that they have to partner with 
municipalities in order to get 
these programs and initiatives 
underway.”  
-Barry Morishita, former president 
of Alberta Urban Municipalities 
Association

years. In addition to the MSI, which is by far the province’s largest municipal 
grant program, the Alberta government has introduced a variety of other 
infrastructure programs in the past two decades. Provincial grants are usually 
“conditional,” meaning projects must meet certain criteria.

Under the MGA, municipalities across Alberta are generally subject to 
the same rules and responsibilities, even though needs and capacities 
obviously vary widely between the province’s smallest villages and largest 
cities. Recognizing the unique needs and capacities of Alberta’s two largest 
cities, the Government of Alberta began drafting city charters for Calgary 
and Edmonton in 2017. In November 2018, the Notley NDP government 
announced Bill 32, the City Charters Fiscal Framework Act. This framework 
was designed to provide Calgary and Edmonton with some of the special 
tools and powers needed to tackle a range of complex issues unique to large 
urban centres, including a form of revenue-sharing. However, in 2019, 
the UCP government repealed the framework, with plans to introduce a 
(reduced) Local Government Fiscal Framework that would apply to all 
Alberta municipalities18. As will be discussed in the following section, 
Alberta municipalities of all sizes continue to emphasize the need for 
predictable, stable funding sources, particularly for infrastructure, in order to 
plan and manage capital assets confidently and efficiently. 

The Government of Canada was largely absent from urban affairs for much 
of the 21st century, wary of overstepping jurisdictional bounds19. By the early 
2000s, however, it became clear that advancing key federal policy priorities 
– whether the economy, climate change response, housing or immigration 
– required place-based responses that involved municipal governments20. 
Under Liberal Prime Minister Martin, the federal government began 
to provide municipalities with increased attention and fiscal supports, 
including exempting municipalities from GST payments and transferring 
municipalities a dedicated portion of the federal gas tax. The Gas Tax Fund 
continued through subsequent administrations and was made permanent 
by Conservative Prime Minister Harper in 2011. Over the past 15 years, a 
number of federal funding and grant programs have been targeted toward 
municipalities, with a particular emphasis on transit, housing and green 
infrastructure initiatives. 

The large majority of federal grants are for infrastructure projects, with very 
few federal programs designed to assist with municipalities’ day-to-day 
operations. It is relevant to note that federal funds are channelled through – 
and administrated by – the provinces. Moreover, many federal funds come in 
the form of conditional matching grants that require cost-sharing agreements 
with municipal and provincial partners. This is the case, for instance, in the 
recent $33-billion Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program .

“
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Many of Alberta’s municipalities have changed considerably over the past 
century, facing greater challenges and responsibilities than arguably ever 
before. Cities must compete globally for investment and talent, take steps 
to mitigate and adapt to climate change, and confront growing social 
polarization and structural inequities. In 2021, cities across the world are 
also dealing with a global pandemic that has disrupted local economies 
and revenue streams. To what extent, then, does the most recent provincial 
budget provide Alberta municipalities with the supports and tools needed – 
not just to survive – but to succeed?
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“

3. ALBERTA BUDGET 2021: IMPACTS 
ON MUNICIPAL SERVICES AND 
INFRASTRUCTURE

The 2021 Alberta Budget, Protecting Lives and Livelihoods, 2021-24, was 
released in a challenging time in Alberta’s history. When the previous 
budget was released in February 2020, few anticipated that a coronavirus 
pandemic would overturn the world’s economy and social systems by the 
end of the following month. Instead, the 2020 budget focused on carrying 
out the newly elected United Conservative Party’s platform: to create jobs 
and reduce the province’s deficit following years of oil price declines and job 
losses in the oil patch22. Fast-forward one year, and Alberta finds itself in the 
throes of the COVID-19 health crisis, which is straining public finances and 
compounding the province’s economic woes.

The 2021 Alberta Budget must be evaluated within this particular historical 
context. One could argue that the 2021 budget advanced two contradictory 
narratives23. On the one hand, the UCP government continued its quest to 
minimize the deficit by cutting costs (and, invariably, public sector jobs) 
in a number of areas, notably post-secondary education and health24. 
On the other hand, the government rightfully recognized that significant 
investments and community supports would be needed to overcome the 
pandemic and ensure vital social and economic systems remained intact. 
The 2021 budget’s impact on municipalities is similarly mixed. While 
municipalities welcomed a number of one-time stimulus supports, they face 
increasing strain moving forward as traditional revenue sources are reduced 
and delayed.

Budgets ultimately tell a story. They indicate a government’s priorities, as 
well as the road ahead, a vision for the future. Even small changes, when 
aggregated, can tell a larger story. When evaluating provincial budgets, one 
Calgary city employee noted, “We’re interested in the big picture. What does 
this mean? Some of the things that we look for are smaller trends and trying 
to get a line of sight on what we can expect in the future.”

To assess the impacts of the 2021 budget on municipalities, this section 
breaks down the implications of the budget for municipalities’ capital and 
operating budgets. Although provincial transfers take up a much larger share 
of municipalities’ capital revenues than operating revenues, the 2021 budget 
has important impacts on both, as detailed below. 

These budgets are the worst 
of both worlds. They’re not 
tackling the things we need 
to tackle.” 
-Coun. Carra, City of Calgary
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3a.  2021 Budget and Local Infrastructure   
(Capital Expenses)

The 2021 Alberta Budget significantly impacts municipal capital budgets. The 
budget is characterized by a significant one-time increase in capital funding to 
municipalities, followed by years of dramatic cuts to all future infrastructure 
payments. Large municipal infrastructure projects, most notably Calgary’s 
Green Line LRT, have been delayed. Federal infrastructure dollars are going 
unleveraged. As will be detailed below, these developments have real impacts 
on the ability of cities to plan and make the critical investments necessary for 
future growth and prosperity.

The End of the Municipal Sustainability Initiative (MSI)
MSI has provided Alberta municipalities with consistent and flexible 
infrastructure funding since 2007. There are relatively few conditions attached 
to MSI funding, allowing municipalities to focus on local priority areas. 
However, beginning in the mid-2010s, in response to the province’s economic 
woes, the NDP government reduced yearly MSI payments while drawing out 
the length of the program, from 10 years to 16. As Edmonton Coun. Knack 
describes, “Instead of 10 years’ worth of money over 10 years we were getting 
10 years’ worth of money over 15 years.” Additionally, the total amount of 
remaining funding has decreased as well; instead of receiving the full $2.5 
billion remainder of the MSI funds, the amount decreased to $2.17 billion – a 
drop of $330 million. 

“I can’t blame a single government because this happened over 
two different governments that I’ve observed in my short time 
on council. If you say to your kids: ‘Okay, your allowance is 20 
bucks, and you’re going to get 20 bucks [a month].’ And then 
you come back and say, ‘your allowance is still $20 but I’m only 
going to give you five bucks a week. You still get your 20, but I’m 
going to break it down by five bucks a week instead.’ That’s not 
the commitment that you went in with. I mean, if your kid was 
going to go buy a ball cap, suddenly your kid can’t buy that ball 
cap for four times as long as they anticipated they would.”       

 -Coun. Gondek, City of Calgary

In response to the pandemic, the 2021 Alberta Budget both front-loaded 
and further extended remaining MSI payments, paying municipalities $1.2 
billion in 2021-22, followed by $485 million in both 2022-23 and 2023-2024 
(see Table 1). The increased 2021 MSI payments were on top of the one-time 
stimulus payments. So while it seems municipalities received a considerable 
bump in MSI funding in 2021, a city councillor of a mid-sized city highlights: 
“They didn’t come up with new money, they just reorganized the money.” 
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Moreover, given that cities only have so much capacity in a given year 
for new construction, shifting the majority of funds to a single year isn’t 
logistically desirable. The significant drop of MSI funds between 2021-2022 
and 2022-2023 will be acutely felt by municipalities across Alberta, who 
will need to significantly revise and reduce their existing capital plans and 
budgets.

2014-

2015

2015-

2016

2016-

2017

2017-

2018

2018-

2019

2019-

2020

2020-

2021

2021-

2022

2022-

2023*

2023-

2024*

1,145 1,638 877 1,217 2,007 664 671 1,196 485 485

Table 1: MSI Payments, actual and projected (in $millions)

*projected

The City of Edmonton documented these changes to MSI in a report that 
was presented to council on April 19, 202125. Edmonton calculated that, 
by 2024, it will have received $400 million less from the province than 
originally anticipated, and that is assuming no further funding decreases or 
deferments. As a result of the cuts to MSI outlined in the 2021 budget, the 
City of Edmonton expects to have to cut $30 million from its capital budget 
in 2021 and 2022, and further cut $120 million in 2023 and 202426. Cutting 
$1 million, let alone $30 or $120 million, from a capital budget is no easy 
task. For example, $30 million is more than the entire capital budget for 
affordable housing in Edmonton between 2019-202227. Similarly, two new 
libraries and seven new recreation facilities (or expansions) are identified 
under Edmonton’s 2019-2022 capital budget, amounting to nearly $322 
million; significant reductions in MSI could cause one (or more) of these 
projects to be cancelled or (further) delayed.
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Figure 1: Municipal Sustainability Initiative (MSI) Per Capita Payments, 2010-2021 (2002 Constant $)
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The continued extension of MSI has strained Alberta’s municipalities, 
which often must delay projects or pay significant costs associated with 
debt-servicing and inflation. The further out that MSI gets extended, the 
longer Alberta municipalities need to wait for a new, more predictable 
infrastructure funding arrangement with the province. Indeed, it is 
important not to compare the projected 2022 or 2023 MSI funding levels 
to nothing, but rather to what transfer levels would be if previous funding 
commitments (such as the MSI and City Charters Framework) were upheld 
and/or renewed.

Introducing the Local Government Fiscal Framework 
(LGFF)
The MSI was originally projected to be replaced in 2021 with a new, stable 
fiscal framework that would provide municipalities with certainty as well 
as a stake in the provincial economy. The City Charters Fiscal Framework 
provided a new capital funding model for Calgary and Edmonton. Beginning 
in 2019, the province’s two largest cities were set to receive $455 million 
between them, with the rest of Alberta municipalities sharing $405 million, 
for a total baseline of $860 million. Although the base funding set out in the 
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City Charter Fiscal Framework was lower than MSI, the framework had a 
revenue sharing component that would allow for predictability. When the 
province’s economy was strong, transfers to municipalities would increase. 
When the economy was in a rough patch, municipalities would weather 
some of the burden, receiving lower payments. 

On March 11, 2021, the UCP government introduced Bill 56 - Local 
Measures Statutes Amendment Act, which paves the way for the Local 
Government Fiscal Framework (LGFF). The LGFF departs substantially from 
municipalities’ original expectations about the MSI replacement. First, as 
indicated in the 2021 Alberta Budget, the LGFF will be introduced in 2024. 
This is later than what municipalities were originally expecting. Second, 
LGFF base funding amounts are significantly lower than what was originally 
anticipated: $722 million instead of $860 million. Edmonton, for example, 
expected to receive on average $218 million per year under the City Charters 
Fiscal Framework; under the LGFF, it anticipates receiving $185 million 
per year28. As a result, beginning in 2024, Calgary and Edmonton will 
both be receiving $33 million less per year from the provincial government 
than previously anticipated, resulting in tough funding decisions and the 
certain delay or cancelation of previously-planned projects. In addition 
to a reduction in base funding, the revenue-sharing formula was similarly 
clawed back. Instead of increasing dollar for dollar in line with economic 
growth, the new formula only allows for increases of 50 per cent, prompting 
municipal leaders to argue that at such levels, they will ultimately be “falling 
behind what’s required to stay up with the economy.”

Other Provincial Infrastructure Grant Programs
MSI is the largest provincial infrastructure grant program in Alberta, 
representing about 80-90% of all provincial transfers to municipalities29. 
However, there are a number of additional grant programs that 
municipalities can access to support their local infrastructure investments. 
Key programs include the Basic Municipal Transportation Grant (BMTG)30, 
Water for Life (W4L), Municipal Water and Wastewater Partnership, and the 
Strategic Transportation Infrastructure Program. The Water for Life fund 
has decreased from $75 million in 2018 to $42 million in 202131. The First 
Nations Water Tie-In Program has also decreased from $24 million in 2018 
to $7 million in 2021, yet it is projected to increase to $30 million in 2022. 
The Strategic Transportation Infrastructure Program, which funds various 
transportation projects, was bumped to $43 million in the 2021 Budget from 
$15 million the year prior (but set to reduce to $35 million and $25 million 
in 2022 and 2023, respectively).

There are also provincial transfers tied to federal funding, such as the Gas 
Tax Fund and Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program. These funds 
saw an increase in funding in the 2021 budget, although this largely reflects 
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increased federal dollars being flowed through the province. Still, there were 
significant (albeit expected) decreases to GreenTRIP funding, the Clean 
Water Wastewater Fund (from $59 million in 2018 to $2 million in 2021) and 
the Public Transit Infrastructure Fund ($137 million in 2018 to $21 million 
in 2021), as each of the programs wind down by the end of 202332. 

Municipal partners, like local library boards or community groups, also have 
access to provincial grants, which have important service implications for 
local communities. The Community Facility Enhancement Program, which 
provides funds for the upkeep of public facilities (like community halls), 
was cut by 26 per cent from the previous year. The Community Initiatives 
Program (CIP), which supports local community initiatives (both capital and 
operating), received a substantial boost, increasing from $19.7 million in the 
2020 Alberta Budget to $37.1 million in the 2021 budget.

The province also made changes to the Disaster Recovery Program (DRP), 
requiring municipalities to now pay 10 per cent of disaster recovery costs, 
whereas previously the province covered 100 per cent. This could particularly 
impact small municipalities or municipalities more prone to natural 
disasters. The Mayor of Acme, Bruce McLeod, recounts how the small (600-
plus) village had a flood last year, causing $1.9 million in damages, both 
on Acme property and personal property: “If that was today, you’re taking 
approximately $300,000 dollars out of our budget.”

Unfunded and Delayed Infrastructure Projects
The 2021 Alberta Budget was also remarkable in terms of what was not 
included. Importantly, little certainty or indication was given in the budget 
over provincial funding timelines for Calgary’s Green Line LRT project, the 
largest infrastructure project in the city’s history. Nor were funds committed 
for any future transit funding. The federal government has launched a 
number of grant programs and funding opportunities that could benefit 
Alberta municipalities, including housing and broadband access in rural 
areas. As will be detailed in the following sections, without provincial 
matching funds, support and partnership, these competitive federal grant 
opportunities are benefitting municipalities outside of Alberta. 
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Oil and Gas Revenue for Rural Infrastructure
Alberta’s rural municipalities provide few social services, with most of 

their expenditures going to roads and bridges. While Alberta’s rural 

municipalities do receive MSI and BMTG funds to assist with capital 

expenses, they also rely heavily on taxes generated from oil and gas 

activity within their jurisdictions. In 2019, in an attempt to relieve the 

tax burden for oil and gas companies, the UCP government decreased 

assessment on shallow gas wells and stopped the collection of drilling 

taxes (see also: Dahlby and McMillan 2021). These tax reductions have 

had significant implications for local finances and infrastructure in 

Alberta’s rural areas. Rural Municipalities of Alberta (RMA) President 

Paul McLauchlin considers the impact on his county, Ponoka County, 

to be fairly representative: “I lost about $190,000 on shallow gas tax 

loss. Drilling taxes about $500,000. And I guess the other thing that’s 

a critical metric for you to have is that roughly 60 per cent of my tax 

base is oil and gas.” These numbers are in addition to over $1 million in 

unpaid municipal taxes from oil and gas properties in Ponoka County. 

These trends have also indirectly impacted neighbouring urban 

municipalities, who often receive transfers from their rural neighbours 

to help compensate for local service provision. 

Pandemic Supports for Municipal Infrastructure
The federal government announced $19 billion in pandemic stimulus 
funds through the Safe Restart Agreement in 202033. This funding included 
supports for municipalities and required provincial matched funding. 
Leveraging these funds, the UCP government provided one-time stimulus 
funds to municipalities through two separate programs, the Municipal 
Stimulus Program (for infrastructure) and the Municipal Operating Support 
Transfer (MOST) (for operating expenses – detailed in Section 3b). The one-
time $500-million Municipal Stimulus Program allowed for investments in 
roads, bridges, water and wastewater systems, public transit and recreation, 
but required that municipalities “commit to taking concrete actions to 
reduce red tape and encourage private sector investment.”34

This funding clearly benefited municipalities, which drew on these funds 
to bolster local economies and advance local capital projects. For example, 
Mayor Heron of St. Albert noted how these stimulus funds were used for 
some intersection improvements and, importantly, servicing a new business 
district in the city: “That’s huge for economic development in the city, so I 
feel we achieved [the province’s] goal, and it was totally aligned with one of 
our priorities as well. So that’s where the majority of that money went. That 
was fantastic.”

“Through the support of ICIP, 
stimulus funding and MSI, we 
have put together our largest 
capital plan in the city’s 
history. So this summer we’re 
seeing significant impact 
in our community. For us it 
was about getting people 
back to work and creating 
employment.”
-Mayor Clayton, City of Grande Prairie
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Of course, these stimulus funds are temporary not set to continue beyond 
2021, which fails to address municipalities’ need for a consistent and 
predictable capital revenue stream. Additionally, unlike unconditional grant 
programs (such as the gas tax fund and – in practice –  MSI), these pandemic 
stimulus funds were contingent on building certain types of municipal 
infrastructure. Projects couldn’t add to a municipality’s operating expenses, 
so investments like new bike tracks, recreation spaces and trail networks (as 
seen in both Grande Prairie and Medicine Hat), were common. Interviewees 
argued that the requirement of “cutting red tape” actually resulted in extra 
administrative burdens: “This program, I would say, is the most challenging 
grant we’ve ever had to deal with in terms of criteria, the guidelines, the 
timeline meeting expectations. Just very, very prescriptive,” said a Calgary 
city employee familiar with provincial capital grant programs.

Ultimately, municipalities welcomed the pandemic stimulus funds they 
were provided. However, by decreasing infrastructure funding over the next 
several years, the actual stimulus effect of these funds is called into question. 
A number of interviewees echoed one City of Calgary employee’s sentiment 
that “they’ve taken from our future years of potential buckets, and they 
basically put it into a bucket where it’s really difficult for us to access it.”

How does this affect infrastructure in YOUR community?
Decreased and delayed infrastructure funding ultimately limits the 
investments cities can make in infrastructure. Some of these infrastructure 
projects are critical to the safety and functioning of Alberta’s cities, such as 
flood infrastructure, wastewater facility upgrades, or water supply. Other 
projects have a significant impact on residents’ daily lives, be it facilitating 
local mobility (through transit or road construction) or providing recreation 
options. Infrastructure funding also affects the state of (dis-)repair of assets 
that require routine maintenance and renewal to remain safe and effective. 
As a result of changes to MSI funding and the deferred LGFF, long-awaited 
projects are being deferred even longer. Projects are being stopped before 
completion. 

To put the $330-million reduction of MSI funding or the $138-million 
yearly decrease in LGFF base funding into context, Medicine Hat’s entire 
capital budget for 2021 is $25 million,35 while Lacombe’s entire capital 
budget for 2021 comes in at under $10 million36. A loss of $330 million in 
capital funding is the same as 13 cities the size of Medicine Hat or 33 towns 
the size of Lacombe not doing any construction or rehabilitation over the 
course of a year. Viewed another way, a new public library in Calgary is 
slated for 2021 and costs $4.2 million; the four new fire stations built in 
the city between 2019 and 2023 each cost $2 million37. The total cost of 
maintaining all 10,000-plus kilometres of Edmonton’s roads, alleys, sidewalks 
and interchanges, as well as its 163 bridges and 113,000 streetlights, averages 
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less than $100 million per year38. This is all to say, $330 million is a lot of 
funding! The loss of this funding will significantly impact cities’ abilities 
to build and maintain infrastructure necessary for sustaining growth and 
quality of life. Municipalities will be forced to delay (or even cancel) the 
construction of new recreation centres, roads and flood infrastructure. 
Significant decreases in MSI and LGFF funding will also put municipalities 
in the difficult position of having to defer needed maintenance and repair, 
shifting and increasing costs on future generations.  

Perhaps most critically, infrastructure investments are needed to not only 
maintain critical infrastructure and facilitate daily activities, but also build 
for the future. Forward-thinking, innovative investments are critical for 
attracting talent and investment, driving the economy and making cities 
competitive and desirable in a global marketplace. It should also be noted 
that reduced infrastructure spending directly impacts local employment, 
which has ripple effects throughout the economy. Edmonton estimated that 
capital revenue reductions would result in 885 fewer jobs being created in 
that city alone39.

Again, with cities not having full control over their sources of capital 
revenue, they are limited in their ability to pursue the infrastructure projects 
they consider most important. Instead, their investment decisions are often 
contingent on the specific conditions of (or revenue available through) 
certain provincial grants. Thus, while your community may recognize the 
importance of a certain piece of infrastructure, if it is not directly in line with 
key provincial priorities, it may be more challenging to receive necessary 
funding. As one municipal leader notes in reference to the pandemic 
stimulus funds: “We can only go forward with capital projects that this 
government in Edmonton thinks are important, as opposed to them listening 
to communities.”

As will be elaborated on in Section 4, deferred and inconsistent provincial 
funding for municipal infrastructure does more than push back project 
timelines. Delays increase debt servicing and construction costs, placing a 
great strain on local budgets and complicating local planning. These added 
costs are inevitably made up by cuts to jobs and services or increases to local 
taxes, both of which directly impact municipal voters. 

“Alberta can’t afford that kind 
of a lack of investment.”             
-Former AUMA President Barry 
Morishita
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3b.  The 2021 Budget and Municipal Services   
(Operating Expenses)

The Alberta Government provides municipalities with a small number of 
transfers and grant programs to support local programming and services. 
By and large, these funding sources remained constant in the 2021 budget 
(albeit, unadjusted for population growth and inflation). The federal and 
provincial governments also provided municipalities welcome funding to 
support local services through the pandemic. Still, municipalities’ operating 
budgets continue to be squeezed under the UCP’s decision to reduce some 
key revenue streams, including police fine share and Grants in Place of 
Taxes, with implications for municipal jobs, services and property tax levels. 
There are also concerns that public sector cuts, the continued under-funding 
of housing, and changes to EMS and policing will all impact municipalities’ 
bottom lines.

Pandemic Supports
Alberta’s municipalities were provided with various funds designed to 
support key services and operations through the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The Municipal Operating Support Transfer (MOST) provides Alberta 
municipalities with provincial and federal funding to cover pandemic-
related costs and revenue losses40. The province also provided an extra $72 
million for shelters and introduced one-time funds through the Stabilize 
Program, which provided $15 million to live-venue groups like rodeos, 
sports and arts organizations41. Critically, the province also froze their 
property tax portion for 2021, providing municipalities with a small but 
meaningful respite in their operating budgets. According to the mayor of one 
mid-sized city:

We were expecting an increase [in education property tax] so 
we worked very hard to get to as close to zero as possible. And 
then so we were expecting a fairly significant increase in that. 
So even for this year to have it froze was really valuable to us42. 

While not permanent, the various pandemic supports provided to 
municipalities were both valuable and helpful to cover one-time costs. 
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Provincial Operating Grants to Municipalities
The Government of Alberta provides some transfers to municipalities for 
services within provincial jurisdiction or aligned with provincial interests, 
but that are best provided locally. The largest of these programs include 
Family Community and Support Services, Police Officers Grant, Municipal 
Policing Assistance Grant, Alberta Community Partnership and MSI-
Operating funds. As indicated in the previous section, grants are also 
available to municipal partners like libraries. Of these programs, only the 
Alberta Community Partnership received an increase: $10 million to cover 
the extra costs associated with running a senate election at the same time as 
the 2021 municipal election. Funding for most programs was held constant 
in the 2021 budget. This was welcome news to Alberta municipalities that 
rely on these provincial programs to provide critical local supports. However, 
amidst inflation and growing populations, cities and towns are ultimately 
asked to do more with less, and cover programming shortfalls through their 
own general funds. One mayor of a small city noted:

The library funding has been flat for a long, long time. ...  So, 
at the end of the day our library subsidy continues to be a 
chunk of money that the city is paying for, versus what it was 
10 years ago. And so, whenever they freeze something … the 
library gets to pay for the differences and that’s the reality of 
it. It happens on hundreds, if not thousands of line items in a 
provincial budget, ultimately, but has significant impacts for 
the city directly and certainly for other communities across the 
province.

Grants in Place of Taxes (GIPOT)
One of the most significant decreases in the past two years has been through 
Grants in Place of Taxes (GIPOT) payments to municipalities. These 
payments are meant to compensate municipalities for providing services to 
provincial entities (such as hospitals, government buildings and schools) 
that do not pay property taxes. Following changes outlined in the 2019 UCP 
Budget, these GIPOT payments have decreased nearly by half: from $57.7 
million in 2018 to $30 million in 2021, as demonstrated below in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Grants in Place of Taxes (GIPOT) Payments Per Capita (Constant 2002 $)
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The impact of these decreases can vary significantly from municipality to 
municipality, depending on the amount of provincial property located within 
a given jurisdiction. While the impacts on municipalities vary, all municipal 
representatives interviewed shared similar frustrations at the province not 
contributing their share of property taxes: 

There’s lots of provincial buildings that are exempt from taxes, 
yet I still have to service them, I still have to pave the road in 
front of it, get fire and police to those buildings if need be. So 
that was, to me, an unfair download by them. You know if a 
resident decided they didn’t have to pay their taxes that wouldn’t 
fly, right? So the only way municipalities can get revenue, 
generally, is property taxes, and when you start taking that 
away, all that means is we have to raise taxes for everybody else 
because you’re not paying your fair share. 
-Mayor Heron, City of St. Albert

Ultimately, decreases in Grants in Place of Taxes transfers mean that local 
residential and business property owners are subsidizing municipal services 
to provincial properties. Indeed, it is perfectly valid for voters to question 
why they should be responsible for paying the province’s property taxes.
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Case Study: Impacts of Reductions in Grants in Place of Taxes (GIPOT) on the City of Lethbridge
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The City of Lethbridge, like other mid-

sized cities in Alberta, is facing tighter 

budgets as a result of provincial policy 

decisions. With the most nursing homes 

per capita in Alberta, Lethbridge is 

particularly impacted by the province’s 

decision to make these facilities tax-

exempt while simultaneously reducing 

Grants in Place of Taxes (GIPOT) 

transfers to municipalities. These GIPOT 

transfers are intended to provide cities 

compensation for providing municipal 

services to provincial properties given 

that the Government of Alberta does 

not pay municipal property taxes. The 

City of Lethbridge received $523,000 less 

in GIPOT transfers from the province in 

2020 than 2018, even though it was now 

servicing more properties that were not 

paying property taxes, resulting in close 

to a $1-million revenue shortfall. Many 

of Lethbridge’s retirement homes are 

in prime locations, close to parks and 

amenities. So although residents benefit 

Provincial Transfers to the City of Lethbridge: Grants in Place of Taxes (GIPOT)
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Source: City of Lethbridge Annual Reports, 2016-2020 

from a range of municipal services, the 

province does not fully compensate 

the city for these services. This squeezes 

the city’s budget, putting pressure on 

existing services and effectively making 

Lethbridge residents foot the province’s 

property tax bill.

Police Fine Revenue 
While the Police Officer Grant and Municipal Policing Assistance Grant 
have both remained constant under the 2021 Alberta Budget, Alberta’s 
municipalities have experienced a considerable decrease in police funding 
due to provincial policy decisions. In the 2019 budget, the UCP government 
increased the provincial share of police fine revenue, which is divided 
between the provincial and municipal governments43. As Coun. Chahal of 
the City of Calgary notes, “Last year, they took away from the police’s ability 
to collect revenue. So rather than cutting what they gave, they just took 
more of the revenue component of it. So it’s really the same thing.” Alberta’s 
municipalities now receive 60 per cent of fine revenue, down from 73.3 per 
cent, resulting in a net loss of $37 million in 202044. Fine revenue is typically 
earmarked or directed towards municipalities’ policing budgets (either 
municipal police services or RCMP contributions). This had municipalities 
(again) having to make up the balance, either by cutting services (often, 
police budgets) or increasing taxes45. 
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“We had funding cut to our 
police service when they 
kept a greater share of fine 
revenue. That was $13 million 
that we had to absorb. How 
exactly do they expect us 
to absorb that? Because 
the math is easy: when the 
property values go down, we 
generate less property taxes. 
It’s not hard math.”           
-Coun. Gondek, City of Calgary

Additional Provincial Strains on Municipal Operating 
Budgets  
As demonstrated in the 2021 budget and recent policy changes, the UCP 
government has taken a number of steps that further squeezed municipal 
budgets. While grant funding remained relatively stable (aside from a few 
exceptions), several important services continued to go without funding or 
under-funded. 

Housing
Housing is perhaps the biggest issue facing municipalities that lacks a clear 
path forward with respect to funding. Affordable housing is a high priority 
for the City of Edmonton, which has sought federal funding through 
the federal government’s $1 billion Rapid Housing Initiative. However, 
without provincial funding and operating support, the city has been unable 
to capitalize on the federal funds available. Affordable housing is under 
the legal purview of the province; cities are the stewards of the property, 
managing affordable housing on the province’s behalf through agencies 
such as Calgary Housing Company (CHC) or Civida (formerly, Capital 
Region Housing Corporation (CRH)). Municipalities’ affordable housing 
stock quickly falls into disrepair without sustained provincial operating and 
maintenance funds.  Although the province is responsible, financially, for 
affordable housing units, cities are typically blamed when affordable housing 
units are no longer safe for residents and must be closed (as happened in 
Calgary with Bridgeland Place). Recent CBC Calgary reporting shows that, 
largely due to lack of commitment from higher levels of government, “One 
hundred per cent of the city’s affordable housing is rated in poor condition. 
Transportation infrastructure? Less than 10 per cent is rated poor or very 
poor.”46 Instead of getting solved, homelessness is merely managed. The 
province provides $16 million in rental assistance to low-income tenants, but 
does not contribute to the construction of new infrastructure, seeming to 
rely on private markets for affordable housing.

Health and Social Services
When the province doesn’t adequately fund certain social service areas, these 
responsibilities get passed on to municipalities. The AUMA, for instance, 
highlights the lack of information and funding on the province’s opioid 
crisis, which has direct impacts on municipal services47. With respect to local 
supports for mental health, Coun. Thorn of Okotoks speculates: “I think 
you’re going to start to see more municipalities starting to either supplement 
FCSS (Family & Community Support Services), or create programs to 
deal with their own community well-being, because it’s not resourced 
appropriately from the province. You know, things like safe consumption 
sites.”
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Policing and Emergency Services
The province has also made changes to local emergency services. Against 
the strong opposition of municipalities, the province centralized ambulance 
dispatches in Calgary, Lethbridge, Red Deer and the Municipality of Wood 
Buffalo, impeding integrated emergency response from police, fire and 
EMS. Municipal leaders fear the disaggregating of co-ordinated emergency 
response will not only significantly hamper the quality and timeliness of 
service, but also lead to undue “downloading” on municipal emergency 
personnel:

Who shows up on the scene when there’s a crisis? It’s the fire 
department. It’s not paramedics usually it’s a fire department, 
and they are doing I think 52% of their calls are non-fire related 
… they’re doing work like what a paramedic should do. That’s 
really not their main job, and you could say that it should be 
their main job. I mean I would say we need to put a paramedic 
on each fire truck here in the City of Calgary, but the province 
needs to recognize that, Alberta Health Care and AHS needs to 
fund that right, but they’re not funding it. 
-Coun. Chahal, City of Calgary

Small and rural municipalities are also now required to contribute more to 
regional policing costs, though service levels haven’t changed. One councillor 
of a smaller city also noted a nondescript line item buried in the 2019 budget 
that changed the funding responsibilities for DNA analysis, resulting in a 
$1.5 million download to municipalities and a $25,000 bill in the mail for 
their municipality in particular. 

Cuts and Revenue Shortfalls
Finally, as indicated in the previous section, delays and reductions in 
infrastructure revenue have carry-over implications to municipalities’ 
operating budgets, with cities needing to draw from operating budgets 
and own-source revenue streams to service mounting debt-servicing costs. 
Rural municipalities that rely heavily on revenues derived from oil and gas 
operations are seeing significant shortfalls to both their capital and operating 
budgets. Moreover, cuts outlined in the 2021 budget to post-secondary 
education and the public sector have indirect, yet meaningful, impacts on 
municipalities. This is particularly the case in Edmonton, which is home to 
the majority of the Alberta public sector as well as the University of Alberta, 
where a disproportionate amount of post-secondary cuts are expected. 
Cuts to post-secondary are critical not just in the consequent job loss, but 
also given the critical contribution post-secondary institutions make to 
innovation and local economic development.  

“We continue to erode 
what truly is provincial 
responsibility and municipal 
responsibility. And we 
continue to impact the 
financial viability of 
municipalities when we do 
that.”           
-Coun. Thorn of the Town of Okotoks
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What does this mean for municipal services in YOUR 
community?
Municipal budgets continue to be squeezed by provincial policy decisions, 
which restrict municipal revenue sources and neglect critical urban needs. 
While the province has provided temporary pandemic relief, core priority 
areas remain under-funded. Moreover, although municipalities welcomed 
the province’s 2021 education property tax freeze, many municipal leaders 
were quick to question whether the province should be in the business of 
collecting property tax in the first place48. 

While decreases in municipal grants and fine revenue may not seem like 
much in the context of a $57-billion provincial budget, even small revenue 
declines can significantly impact municipalities. Alberta municipalities have 
largely managed, taking the measures necessary to navigate continued fiscal 
constraints. Many municipalities have made job cuts, delayed programming, 
and initiated hiring freezes. The City of Brooks, for instance, anticipates 
having to cut one RCMP position as a result of decreased police fine revenue 
and reduced GIPOT payments . Because Alberta’s municipalities cannot run 
a deficit, issuing debt to cover operating expenses is not an option: 

Big cities, we’ve grown up, we’ve been able to run our finances 
well. We had a surplus in the City of Calgary last year. We’ve 
been making those tough calls for years. When we’ve been 
told to get our fiscal house in order, we got our fiscal house in 
order. We’ve reduced our debt. We have no deficit because we 
can’t have one. We’ve got a surplus this year because we did 
a whole bunch of cuts over the last number of years to really 
find further efficiencies. And then we’re being told to do stuff 
we’re already doing when we’ve already done it. So it’s them not 
understanding it. 
-Coun. Chahal, City of Calgary

It is difficult to trace a decrease in a particular grant or revenue stream to 
the loss of a particular municipal job or service, given that all operating 
revenues are generally aggregated within (and then distributed from) a single 
general operating fund. However, decreases in revenue, regardless of the 
source, ultimately need to be made up by municipalities somehow, either by 
cutting staff, programs and service levels, or increasing local fees and taxes. 
One Edmonton city councillor expressed frustration at having to decide 
between introducing property tax increases or cutting $54 million (and 60 
jobs) from the city’s budget (they ultimately did the latter): “The more this 
continues, and the more that we see that lack of equity and funding, the more 
we’re going to have to be forced to make decisions like this.” As such, the 
sustainability and quality of virtually all municipal services are impacted by 
the province’s policy decisions, from protective services, to parks, to pothole 
repairs. 
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2021 Alberta Budget:  Implications for the City of Edmonton

The 2021 Alberta Budget put increased 
pressure on the City of Edmonton’s 
ability to maintain services and invest in 
critical infrastructure projects. 

•	 Reduced fine revenue: The City of 
Edmonton generated $81 million 
in revenue from fines and penalties 
in 2020, almost $8 million less than 
the average revenue from fines 
and penalties over the previous 
four years. This reduction reflects in 
part the Province’s 2019 decision to 
increase its portion of fine revenue 
from 27 per cent to 40 per cent. 

•	 Fewer grants in lieu of taxes: The 
City of Edmonton documented a 
$12-million decrease in revenue 
in lieu of taxes between 2020 
from 2019 ($22.4 million in 2020, 
down from $34.6 million in 2019). 
With a large number of provincial 
properties in Edmonton, reductions 
to the province’s Grants in Place 
of Taxes (GIPOT) program (which 
goes to compensate municipalities 
for providing services to un-
taxed provincial properties) has 
a meaningful effect on the city’s 
budget.

•	 No new funding has been 
committed for any future transit 
projects (despite a $9-billion federal 
transit program unrolling in 2026). 

•	 Job cuts: With reduced provincial 
transfers, the city has been faced 
with tough decisions between 

increasing property taxes or reducing 
services or jobs. Despite a growing 
population, the City of Edmonton’s 
full-time workforce has declined by 
close to 400 full-time positions since 
2018. 

•	 Reduced infrastructure 
spending: Most critically, the 
2021 Alberta Budget outlined 
significant reductions in transfers 
for municipal infrastructure. For the 
City of Edmonton, this will result in a 
reduction of $120 million in capital 
transfers by 2024 than was previously 
anticipated. Critical infrastructure 
projects risk being delayed, as has 

happened with the Lewis Farms 
Recreation Centre or new west 
end library. Some projects may be 
cancelled or delayed indefinitely. 
Maintenance of existing assets is 
likely to be prioritized over any new 
investments (including new green 
initiatives, arterial roads, and open 
spaces, among others). For context, 
the city notes that $120 million 
constitutes its entire open space 
renewal program or a third of its 
facility renewal program for the 2019-
2022 budget cycle (Persson, COE Mar 
4 Council meeting). 
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4. ANALYSIS:  WHAT DOES THE 2021 
ALBERTA BUDGET TELL VOTERS ABOUT 
PROVINCIAL-MUNICIPAL RELATIONS?

Under the weight of provincial policy decisions, municipalities continue 
to be financially squeezed. Of course, the 2021 Alberta Budget deserves 
credit where credit is due: amidst a global pandemic, the UCP government 
provided municipalities with stimulus funds and held funding constant 
for critical local social programs. However, as local revenue sources and 
infrastructure funding programs are reduced, Alberta’s towns and cities 
face an uncertain future, and will continue to face challenges improving – 
or indeed, even maintaining – quality of life and economic development. 
The 2021 budget is emblematic of a number of key themes and dynamics 
that characterize provincial-municipal relations in Alberta: 1) the lack 
of any true partnership mentality, 2) inconsistent funding and broken 
promises, 3) unleveraged federal funding, and 4) downloading and indirect 
policy impacts. Taken together, these trends place significant strain on 
municipalities. To date, Alberta’s municipalities have managed. However, 
these dynamics highlight the need for a new approach, in which Alberta’s 
municipalities are considered key partners and collaborators, and are 
equipped with the revenue and policy tools necessary to thrive in the decades 
ahead. 

“Parents” over “Partners” 
The province has always played an oversight role, to some degree, 
when it comes to its relationship with municipalities. At a time when 
intergovernmental collaboration and co-ordination is particularly 
critical, municipal leaders noted that they are routinely excluded from 
the conversation. According to many interviewees, provincial-municipal 
relationships under the current UCP government have not improved, and 
indeed may have actually worsened. The municipal leaders interviewed 
frequently highlighted a lack of transparency and dialogue from the 
province.

Relations under the previous NDP government were not perfect. According 
to a number of interviewees, it took the NDP government two years to find 
its feet and get up to speed on the municipal file. However, the city charter 
discussions under the NDP were indicative of a broader commitment to 
partnership and collaboration:

The NDP was trying to work to modernize the relationship 
between municipalities and the province, to elevate the 
municipalities so that they’re more equal in terms of a 
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“There’s been, over the last 
10 years, an evolution 
towards treating cities more 
like partners, and then a 
devolution back down to the 
kids table again.”                                                                
-Former policy advisor to Mayor 
Nenshi, City of Calgary

partnership with the province. … And what we tried to 
do is recognize that cities and municipalities are an order 
of government, as legitimate as the other two orders of 
government. 
-NDP MLA Joe Ceci, Municipal Affairs Critic and former 
Minister of Finance

One Calgary councillor agreed that lines of communication were open: “I 
could at least have a conversation with the ministry, they would return an 
email, they would return a call.”

As perhaps was reflected in the shelving of the City Charters Fiscal 
Framework, there is a general sense that the UCP government doesn’t 
understand or appreciate the role and importance of municipalities. “I’ll be 
frank,” said the mayor of one Alberta municipality, “I don’t think I’m being 
political, but I don’t think this provincial government gets it.” Of the 87 
MLAs in Alberta’s legislature, only three have experience on local councils. 
Municipalities often seem an afterthought, which is perhaps reflected in 
the perceived revolving-door of ministers of municipal affairs (three in the 
last two years alone). The constant rotation of municipal affairs ministers 
and inconsistent funding has impaired municipal trust. There is a general 
impression that municipalities always seem to take the first hit when it 
comes to provincial budget cuts. One interviewee described the relationship 
as “becoming very adversarial,” with recent examples of municipal leaders 
publicly criticizing the government: “That is uncharacteristic for municipal 
elected officials. Typically we work to collaborate, we try to get along, we try 
and find solutions. That’s been my experience, but this last two years, that’s 
really shifted.”

Indeed, the relationship between municipal representatives and their local 
MLAs can vary from one municipality to the next. Particularly in smaller 
cities and towns, local councillors may have close, even personal, access to 
their provincial representatives. The links in bigger centres, however, is poor. 
Most MLAs in Edmonton, being NDP, are not part of the governing party 
and lack strong advocacy mechanisms. In Calgary, meanwhile, provincial 
MLAs representing ridings in the city do little to advocate for the city itself. 
One Calgary councillor remarked that the city would routinely try to host 
social gatherings with the so-called Calgary caucus, of which three MLAs out 
of 23 or 24 would attend: “They are not working with us to, you know, co-
ordinate advocacy on behalf of Calgarians to the government.”  
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“There’s absolutely zero 
desire to work with us in a 
pandemic. There’s no desire 
to work with us, when people 
are dying. Do you really think 
they’re going to want to work 
with us when the world is 
back to normal?”                                                                
-Coun. Gondek, City of Calgary

If there was ever a time for collaboration, noted several interviewees, it 
was during a global pandemic. And yet, communication from the province 
to municipalities was poor during this time50. At a March 4, 2021 council 
meeting, Edmonton Mayor Iveson commented: “The pandemic could have 
been an opportunity to reinvigorate [provincial-municipal relations], but 
instead we’re going in the other direction again.” Municipalities frequently 
learned of significant policy changes at the same time as the general public, 
unsure whether their rec centres would be open the following day. Provincial 
inaction on mask bylaws was downloaded to the large cities. Additionally, 
the province failed to collaborate with the large cities and fully benefit from 
their excellent emergency management facilities and expertise. 

Still, there may be (tepid) signs of hope. The new Minister of Municipal 
Affairs, Ric McIver, is a former Calgary alderman. A few interviewees 
suggested he seems to “get it” and has been in regular dialogue with 
municipalities (“he invites discussion,” says one mid-sized city mayor). 
Additionally, with low poll numbers and “complex footing” even among 
the rural base, it is clear that a new approach may be needed. Rural 
Municipalities of Alberta President Paul McLauchlin points out that 
communication and engagement is improving between the province and 
rural municipalities . While certainly a leap from the province’s dense urban 
centres – both geographically and politically – it remains a step.

Inconsistent Funding Does More Than Delay 
The 2021 Alberta Budget fits into a broader pattern of inconsistent and un-
transparent funding for municipalities. At the end of the day, of course, when 
funding is deferred, key projects, facility renewals and important initiatives 
get delayed. However, the implications for municipalities are broader than 
simply pushed-back timelines. Inconsistent funding and deferred capital 
payments ultimately result in increased costs and administrative burden, 
both of which hamper the quality of service municipalities are able to 
provide citizens. Moreover, as previously mentioned, stimulus funds are 
unlikely to stimulate the economy if funds are just going to cover already-
planned investments.

Inconsistent funding places increased strain on municipal administrations, 
which are routinely required to revise previously approved plans and 
budgets. The province requires municipalities to have three-year operating 
plans and five-year capital plans in place. However, municipalities frequently 
expressed frustration at the fact that although the province requires these 
plans be in place, they are difficult to adhere to given changing provincial 
funding commitments and education property tax requisitions:

They asked municipalities to do three-year operating budgets 
and five-year capital budgets. Yet, they don’t do the same. If 
they could actually give me a three-year operating budget, then 
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I would know, three years out, what to put in my budget, and 
that would help. 
-Mayor Heron, City of St. Albert

We’ve just had a budget, we’re redoing our budget. And I think 
that it’s really tough and it’s a lot of, unfortunately, waste of 
time, energy and money at the end of the day, when we don’t 
have that certainty. 
–Coun. Chahal, City of Calgary

This impacts big cities and small villages alike. Bruce McLeod, mayor of the 
Village of Acme (population 600-plus), recounts: 

In ’18, [MSI] was $273,000, and then it dropped down to 
$184,000 which is a $90,000 drop. And then it went back up 
to about $272,000 in 2020 and $215,000 for 2021 – which was 
a drop of $56,667. And now it’s expected for 2022 the amount 
may go back up to $252,760. .... but the whole bottom line is, 
that’s not consistent. How do we do things and budget for the 
five-year cycle?

Additionally, delayed funding for one project (or set of projects) has ripple 
effects throughout a municipality’s capital plan, as all projects get pushed 
back given funding constraints.

Deferred funding also saddles municipalities with direct financial costs. 
When funding is reduced or deferred (or both), municipal borrowing 
costs increase, transferring the burden to local taxpayers. Oftentimes, cities 
will be forced to draw from critical reserves. How funding is distributed 
for key infrastructure projects (frontloaded or backloaded) makes a big 
difference in local investment strategies. In order to optimize timelines, 
ensure efficiencies and minimize debt (and staffing) costs, cities must have 
certainty about how intergovernmental funding will be distributed would 
allow cities and towns Inflation and population growth further reduces the 
value of future payments. Interviewees also mentioned the increased cost 
of construction materials, and raised concerns about having to compete 
globally for contractors as large pandemic stimulus projects commence 
world-wide. There are political costs as well. Increased costs as a result of 
project delays may lead to increased polarization or opposition to a given 
piece of infrastructure. 

The new LGFF framework, which is adapted from the City Charters Fiscal 
Framework, promises to provide Alberta’s municipalities with a more 
predictable and consistent revenue stream, albeit at much lower levels than 
what was originally anticipated. However, given the continuous deferment 
and reduction of the LGFF program, municipalities are sceptical of how 
predictable and reliable LGFF funding will ultimately be. One interviewee 
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expressed that “our faith in it actually happening, I have to say, is waning.” 
According to another interviewee, “I’ll be blunt. I don’t have a lot of faith in 
it.” 

As a result of inconsistent intergovernmental funding, municipalities 
have become better at ‘reading the room’ and developing fiscal flexibility 
in recognition of the fact that provincial funding (although committed) 
may change. Nevertheless, the skills, capacities and efforts of municipal 
administrations could be much more efficiently deployed (and better 
targeted) if predictable, reliable revenue streams were in place.

Unleveraged Federal Funds 
The UCP government has long demanded a “fair deal” from the federal 
government in terms of Alberta’s equalization payments52. Despite this 
rhetoric, substantial federal funds that could benefit Alberta’s towns and 
cities are going unused. (Admittedly, these funds are being used, just not by 
Alberta municipalities.) While the Alberta government did secure federal 
pandemic assistance dollars for municipalities through the Safe Restart 
Agreement, the province has yet to meaningfully partner with municipalities 
to fully leverage funding through the federal government’s $1-billion Rapid 
Housing Initiative53. The UCP government has also provided little indication 
of a funding or partnership strategy that would capitalize on the new federal 
transit fund, which will begin providing Canadian communities with $3 
billion in funding a year beginning in 2026. 

A number of interviewees recounted instances of foregone investment due to 
lack of provincial support:

We were going to be able to build another 420 units of 
permanent supportive housing [with federal funding]. And the 
reason we can’t do it is because the province won’t spend the 
$6 million per year on the operations of those 420 units. Even 
though they will save money on their health-care system, save 
money on their justice system, and they don’t even have to put 
in a dime to build the units. 
-Coun. Knack, City of Edmonton

We just lost out on a federal grant for electric buses because the 
province wouldn’t match it. 
-Mayor Heron, City of St. Albert

As mentioned in Section 2, federal funding to municipalities is relatively 
recent, only really beginning in the mid-aughts (2000s). Now that it is here, 
it is imperative the provincial government take all measures necessary 
to ensure that municipalities can fully benefit. At a time when Alberta 
municipalities are competing with municipalities across Canada for federal 

“We end up spending on 
financing costs, instead of 
getting that money into the 
community. So it’s really 
doing a huge disservice to 
citizens of the day when the 
commitment isn’t fulfilled.”                                                                      
-City of Calgary employee
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dollars, and cities across the world for investment and talent, strong 
provincial support and partnership is more critical than ever. Alberta’s 
economy depends on it.

The Municipal Ripple Effect 
All provincial policy, in some way or another, has place-based ramifications. 
As one interviewee comments, “You can throw a stone in terms of anything 
the province does and it’s going to end up affecting us in some way.” That 
being said, some provincial policies are particularly notable when it comes 
to their adverse effects on municipalities, and the ability of municipalities to 
provide services and advance core priorities. 

As demonstrated throughout this report, the province can impact municipal 
revenues and budgets through a variety of mechanisms. Most obvious, of 
course, are through its grant programs. However, other provincial policies 
can affect municipal revenues, such as the changes to police fine revenue or 
property tax breaks for rural oil and gas operators outlined here.

The province also oversees intermunicipal collaboration frameworks (ICFs), 
which outline how regional funds are distributed between urban and rural 
municipalities. 

Moreover, decisions by the province to fund or not fund certain services or 
infrastructure investments have particular implications for municipalities. 
Provincial funding (or under-funding) of mental health, affordable housing 
and opioid treatment can directly impact municipal expenditures and service 
requirements. Changes to provincial court systems can have municipal 
repercussions and impact the efficacy of local police services. Additionally, 
cuts to the public sector and post-secondary institutions have direct 
impact on local economies (with indirect impacts on municipal finances). 
World-class post-secondary institutions are often seen as bedrocks to local 
innovation and economic development strategies; underinvestment in these 
key public institutions stifles cities’ economies and weakens their ability to 
compete in a global marketplace.

New Tools Needed 
The 21st century has brought new and complex urban challenges. Yet 
Alberta’s municipalities remain largely subject to rules and powers developed 
in the early 1900s. As the trends above illustrate, there is a clear need to 
reimagine the relationship between the Government of Alberta and Alberta 
municipalities. Alberta towns and cities must be equipped with the tools 
needed to tackle contemporary urban issues and ensure a strong quality of 
life to their residents moving forward.
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By highlighting the various ways the 2021 Alberta budget adversely impacts 
municipalities, this report raises broader questions about provincial 
involvement in municipal affairs. Are there not better funding and 
governance models available? Municipalities of all sizes would benefit from 
more predictable and transparent funding streams that they are able to 
use at their own discretion. Calgary Coun. (and mayoral candidate) Jyoti 
Gondek calls for “a modernized version of municipal taxation” that doesn’t 
rely exclusively on property taxes. Grants – and particularly, conditional 
grants – are an imperfect solution. One city councillor in Edmonton argues 
that grants can easily be politicized and that “both orders of government 
should get out of the business of issuing grants and just get into the business 
of providing steady, consistent funding, recognizing the differences that 
are experienced in major cities compared to smaller towns and villages.” 
While the City Charters Fiscal Framework was a step in the right direction, 
providing municipalities with a more predictable revenue stream, many 
interviewees echoed the sentiments of Edmonton City Coun. Andrew Knack 
that “the simplest [solution] is just stop collecting the education tax … we’re 
just playing games with numbers that are all going to the same place.” 

Municipalities are best equipped to identify the most important and 
impactful services and investments in their communities. This is also the 
case with complex societal issues that must be tailored to the needs of a given 
community (affordable housing is a great example) . Cities – and particularly 
big cities – often have the critical skills and expertise needed to identify 
and serve the needs of their community; they just need the requisite fiscal 
capacity. Cities need new revenue streams to deal with their increasing and 
evolving expenditure responsibilities, as well as reflecting their increasing 
prominence in global and national economies. While leaders of other 
Alberta municipalities may take issue with the following statement by 
Calgary Coun. Gian-Carlo Carra, they likely agree with the sentiment:

Our big cities, and particularly Calgary, are one of the 
economic engines of the entire country…. If we are this engine 
of our collective prosperity, if we’re the goose that’s laying the 
golden eggs, you gotta feed the goose. And what we’re asking 
for are fairly modest tax rebates, so that we can ensure our 
long-term prosperity.

Of course, the needs and capacities of Alberta’s municipalities vary widely. 
As such, it would be sensible to provide municipalities with tools that reflect 
these differences. Large cities have special needs, and are also well positioned 
to manage complex challenges. The City Charter Fiscal Framework was an 
initial step to recognize municipalities as critical partners in the future of the 
province. The shelving of the City Charter Fiscal Framework allows for the 
continued insertion of provincial politics into municipal policymaking and 
fails to address municipalities’ critical investment needs.
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2021 Alberta Budget:  Impacts on the City of Calgary

Following the election of the UCP 
government in 2019, a number of 
important municipal revenue sources 
have decreased, with important 
implications for Alberta’s biggest city:

•	 Reduced police funding:  Fine 
revenue in Calgary is traditionally 
earmarked for the Calgary Police 
Service (as is the case in most 
cities). The Government of Alberta 
increasing its share of local fine 
revenues places increased strain on 
Calgary’s police budget, with city fine 
revenues in 2020 $20 million lower 
than previous years.  This impacts 
the city’s ability to hire more officers 
or implement new progressive 
programming.

•	 Green Line delays: Construction 
on the Calgary’s Green Line LRT was 
slated to begin in 2021. However, 
construction on the project will be 
delayed until 2022 following the 
province voicing concerns over 
the city’s plans. This project delay 
will likely lead to increased debt 
financing and construction costs, 
particularly given heightened global 
stimulus spending following the 
increase in global stimulus projects 
post-Covid.

•	 Reduced infrastructure funding: 
As is the case in Edmonton, Calgary 
will face significantly lower provincial 
transfers for local infrastructure 
than previously anticipated. While 
the 2021 Alberta budget outlines 
spending on key pieces of provincial 
infrastructure, including a new 
Court of Appeal, Deerfoot Trail 
upgrades, and the Calgary ring road, 
the City of Calgary is set to receive 
a $159-million cut in provincial 
transfers for municipal infrastructure 
in 2022 and 2023. Starting in 2024, 
Calgary and Edmonton will then 
receive a combined $382 million in 
annual base funding under the new 

Local Government Fiscal Framework 
(LGFF) – down from the $455 million 
negotiated with the previous NDP 
government. This reduction will 
jeopardize or further delay critical 
infrastructure projects in the city.  

•	 Property tax/provincial transfer 
imbalance: Many interviewees 
noted the challenges posed 
by shifting provincial grant 
commitments could simply be 
avoided if cities were allowed to 
keep the full amount of property tax 
collected. In Calgary’s case, the city 
transferred $3.95 billion in education 
property tax revenues to the 
province between 2016 and 2020, 
$670 million more than what they 
received from the province in the 
form of grants and transfers. With the 
shelving of the City Charters Fiscal 
Framework in 2019, it is unlikely that 
there will be any significant steps to 
modernize the fiscal structures of 
Alberta’s two big cities anytime soon. 

•	 Increased disaster recovery costs: 
With changes to the province’s 
Disaster Recovery Program (DRP), 
Alberta municipalities will now be 
required to contribute 10 per cent 
toward disaster recovery costs. This 
move is bound to leave many Alberta 
cities with hefty bills following 
large natural disasters (like the 2013 
Calgary flood).

City of Calgary Revenue from Fines and Penalties (2016-2020)

Source: City of Calgary 2020 Annual Report

 

Source: City of Calgary 2020 Annual Report
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5. A PROVINCIAL POLICY GUIDE FOR 
MUNICIPAL VOTERS

Every day, our lives are impacted by local governments. Even the most 
mundane and routine activities – walking on a sidewalk, waiting for a bus, 
showering, taking your kids to a playground, setting out the garbage – are all 
made possible by local government. We rely on local officials to respond to 
emergencies, plan great communities, protect our environment and ensure 
our safety. Moreover, we trust that our local governments are thinking about 
the future and making the investments necessary to safeguard the wellbeing 
of both current and future generations. It is no exaggeration to state the 
quality of city services has a direct bearing on the quality of our lives.  

These services and infrastructure investments, however, must be paid for 
somehow. A municipality’s ability to cover these costs is heavily influenced 
by the province, which sets the terms under which municipalities are able 
to generate revenue and decides whether to transfer funds to municipalities 
to help cover costs. As this report has shown, municipalities are constrained 
in the ways they can generate revenue, relying primarily on property taxes 
and user fees. In recent years, the UCP government has squeezed the sources 
of revenue available to municipalities further, decreasing infrastructure 
payments through MSI and LGFF, decreasing municipalities’ share of police 
fine revenue, and decreasing Grants in Place of Taxes (GIPOT) payments. 

Candidates in municipal elections will often campaign on lowering property 
taxes and so-called austerity platforms. This raises a number of concerns, 
particularly given the already-limited sources of revenue from which 
cities can generate revenue. While property taxes are an easy target, it is 
significantly less clear what will replace property taxes as a revenue source, 
or what specific services will get cut as a result. Usually, austerity candidates 
proffer cutting “bloat” or red tape (always, with few specific details) and will 
rarely acknowledge the fact that cities often have rigorous fiscal practices by 
necessity, given that they are unable to run a deficit. Alberta municipalities 
are legally required to live within their means. Further cuts will directly 
impact voters’ lives, whether it be through deteriorating infrastructure, 
reduced service provision (snow removal, recreation options, etc.), longer 
waits (in traffic, for the bus, for a permit, for the police or fire department, 
and so forth), and more. Furthermore, cutting property taxes may have the 
adverse impact of leading to increased costs in other areas, such as new or 
higher user fees (which impact low-income populations particularly hard), 
or putting off critical investments in sustainable and resilient municipalities. 
While it may be cheaper today to forego routine maintenance or pass on 
needed flood infrastructure, the total costs will always be that much larger 
down the road.  
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It’s really important for 
residents of any community 
to be engaged in what the 
province is doing, because 
it impacts municipalities 
significantly, whether it’s 
support for capital projects or 
operating.”                                                        
-Mayor Clayton, City of Grande Prairie

“

Investments in municipalities are exactly that: investments in a municipality’s 
people, economy and future. Especially in an increasingly globalized and 
mobile world, building great cities and neighbourhoods is an economic 
strategy; prioritizing quality of life is a key component of attracting and 
retaining talent (and, with it, industry and investment). Voters must 
ultimately ask themselves: what kind of city do they want to live in? If voters 
care about city services, and the quality of life they provide, they must 
support candidates who share these values and vote accordingly.

This report seeks to inform voters on the impact of the 2021 budget on 
Alberta’s municipalities and highlight the complex and constrained context 
in which local elected officials make decisions, decisions that have a direct 
and meaningful impact on voters’ lives. An informed voter is better equipped 
to identify the policy issues – and candidates – that will advance the change 
they want to see in their community. By understanding the complex role 
played by the province in areas that are traditionally considered municipal 
jurisdiction (such as roads, police and recreation), voters are better able to 
recognize the challenges – and, particularly importantly, opportunities – 
associated with different municipal policy areas. Whatever the priority of 
a given voter – whether it be property tax rates, crime, or climate change 
action – the municipal issues on the ballot are rarely determined by the 
municipality alone. When voters understand the various ways that the 
province influences municipal outcomes, they are ultimately able to wield 
their vote that much more effectively.

What can municipal voters do? 
Given the province’s strong influence over municipalities, is voting in 
municipal elections an exercise in futility? How should a voter, cognizant 
of the complex intergovernmental dynamics at play, attempt to advance 
meaningful change in their communities through their vote? Strategies for 
the municipal voter include:

• Recognize realistic platforms: candidates should be aware of both 
the limitations (and opportunities!) posed as a result of provincial 
involvement in municipal affairs. Voters should be wary of candidates 
who make promises that local government does not have full control 
over, such as property tax rates , regional governance or the timelines 
of large infrastructure projects . This is not to say that candidates can’t 
make a difference on these fronts, but that candidates must recognize 
– and account for – the interjurisdictional complexity involved.  

•	 Ask candidates about their intergovernmental strategy: Voters 
should seek out candidates who are not only aware of the province’s 
impact on municipal affairs, but have a strategy for navigating, 
leveraging, and perhaps even circumventing, the province. If given 
the opportunity, voters should ask candidates directly how they plan 
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to work with the province and how (changes in) provincial policies 
influence their own platforms and priorities. Voters should evaluate 
candidates on their thoughts on how best to deal with the province, 
whether that be through fostering networks and opportunities for 
collaboration, taking a more adversarial tone, or even “going it 
alone.”  Especially if provincial funding seems at times discretionary, 
arbitrary or un-transparent, it’s good to have representatives that are 
able to make those connections to advocate on your behalf. Personal 
connections seem especially important in smaller communities.

• Evaluate performance contextually: By recognizing the 
jurisdictional nuances of local governance, voters are better able 
to hold incumbents to account for local outcomes. The province, 
either directly or indirectly, influences a number of municipal policy 
outcomes, including property tax increases, changes in municipal 
service quality, affordable housing, delayed infrastructure projects, 
and even municipal masking bylaws during the pandemic. This does 
not provide incumbents with an automatic “cop-out” (by blaming 
any unfulfilled promises or tax increases on the province). Rather, 
incumbents should be able to point to the actions they did make on 
the intergovernmental front to advance key community initiatives and 
concerns.

•	 Vote municipally, provincially: At a very minimum, this report 
hopes to have illustrated that provincial representatives have a direct 
impact on areas traditionally thought of as municipal. All municipal 
voters are provincial voters too!  Although there will likely not be a 
provincial election in Alberta in 2021, voters should continue to think 
about municipal issues when voting provincially. Where do different 
provincial parties and candidates stand on key issues that impact 
your community? How do they envision the Government of Alberta’s 
role vis-à-vis Alberta municipalities? Citizens can also advocate 
for their municipalities to their MLAs, even between elections, by 
sending a clear message that municipal issues matter, and that voters’ 
decisions will be informed by how well MLAs support and strengthen 
municipalities.

•	 Get involved! Whether by running for elected office, informing 
friends and family of key issues, or supporting candidates with a vision 
to strengthen intergovernmental affairs in Alberta, all voters can play 
an active role to elevate municipal issues and support critical local 
services and infrastructure.
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Are Alberta’s municipalities – and municipal voters – getting a fair deal 
from the province? The UCP government (together with the federal 
government) certainly provided municipalities much-needed funding to 
weather the COVID-19 pandemic. However, these one-time “stimulus” 
funds did little to address the persistent fiscal squeeze facing Alberta’s 
municipalities, as capital funding continues to be reduced and deferred, 
and cuts to traditional municipal revenue streams (such as police fine 
revenue and grants in lieu of provincial property taxes) go un-reversed. 
This directly impacts municipalities – and municipal voters – by forcing 
local governments to choose between increasing taxes and cutting jobs and 
services. There is clearly the need for re-envisioning municipal-provincial 
relations in Alberta: to make cities and towns true partners in place-based 
policymaking, to ensure predictable funding streams are available to 
municipalities, to fully leverage federal funds, and to better appreciate the 
impacts of diverse provincial policy decisions on municipalities. New tools 
and renewed intergovernmental collaboration would benefit municipal 
voters and ensure more efficient, effective and sustainable local services and 
infrastructure investments. As the world becomes more urbanized, complex 
and interconnected, an investment in Alberta’s municipalities is, ultimately, 
an investment in Alberta’s future.
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49 Labby, B. 2021, July 19. Alberta towns, cities feel squeeze from plunging 
provincial grants. CBC News. https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/
alberta-towns-cities-grants-taxes-province-1.6105843 Accessed July 23, 
2021.

50 One interviewee did note that the government would hold weekly 
telephone town hall meetings with Alberta’s municipalities, “just 
allowing us to express what our needs were.” However, with Alberta’s 
hundreds of municipalities invited and on the line, it’s not clear how 
effective these lines of communication were. 

51 As Reeve McLauchlin notes, “then the UCP get in and, and they didn’t 
really talk to us too much. Not as much as you’d think. And I think 
every thought, oh well you got a connection. No! It honestly took some 
people to see palm trees in last winter, to have them come and try to be 
our friends. … We were just taken for granted. … And so, so they’re on 
some very complex footing with rural Alberta. Now we are seeing those 
changes. I just talked to the rural caucus from both south and the north 
today. Our key conversation is engagement.”

52 Government of Alberta. 2021. Fair Deal Panel. https://www.alberta.ca/
fair-deal-panel.aspx Accessed June 4, 2021.

53 Only very recently, in June 2021, did the UCP government 
announce plans to leverage funds through the federal 
government’s $1.75 billion Universal Broadband Fund. 
During an May 2021 interview, President of Rural 
Municipalities of Alberta, Paul McLauchlin, expressed his 
frustration at the province’s reticence to get involved:

 [Rural municipalities] cannot get the provincial 
government to the table to help get federal dollars [for 
broadband internet]. Quebec right now is making huge 
broadband investments. The provincial government 
of Quebec has contributed, the municipalities have 
contributed, and they’ve given them access to federal 
dollars. That is not occurring to the extent in Alberta as 
it is in Quebec. 
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54 According to Edmonton City Coun. Andrew Knack, “those two orders 
of government should just get out of the business of housing. They 
should turn over all the resources, with staffing and funding distributed 
equally amongst the municipalities across province, again, recognizing 
the equity portion of the larger cities dealing with a disproportionate 
share, and just get out. Because for two decades, nobody’s done 
anything. Every provincial government’s been unfortunately useless on 
this front. And even though this federal government has done better, it’s 
still a very imperfect system.”

55 It is important for a voter to understand, for instance, that local city 
councils do not alone set property tax rates. It is entirely possible, for 
example, for a municipality to decrease its tax rate, but for a net tax 
increase to occur as a result of increases to the provincial education tax 
portion. It is important for voters to recognize that while a municipality 
may have significant discretion over local investment decisions, the 
availability or conditions attached to certain provincial grants may 
privilege some types of infrastructure over others.

56 Voters should also be aware of the fact that projects in their community 
may not be delayed because of municipal ineptitude, but rather 
inconsistent and reduced provincial funding.

57 According to Mayor Clugston of Medicine Hat, instead of lobbying 
higher levels of government for funds municipalities may never receive, 
“you could take your time, and maybe have it better spent, finding your 
way to becoming self-sufficient, which is what we chose, what I chose 
to do. Right or wrong, that’s been my approach… So it’s just a different 
attitude, a very conservative attitude whereby you find your own way 
and you don’t spend money you don’t have.”
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